
Men's low hiking shoes KAYLAND-Alpha GTX dark grey/lime

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
41 779878 8026473458997 3+
42 779879 8026473459000 3+
42,5 779880 8026473459017 3+
43 779881 8026473459024 3+
43,5 779882 8026473459031 3+
44 779883 8026473459048 3+
45 779884 8026473459055 3+
45,5 779885 8026473459062 3+
46 779886 8026473459079 3 ks
47 779887 8026473459086 3 ks

Suggested retail price: 171.99 € s DPH

Description

Kayland men's shoes. Trekking shoes Alpha will attract attention with their modern appearance and excellent
functional properties. The Kayland Alpha model is a guarantee of performance and support during trekking. Men's
hiking boots with asymmetric lacing, which perfectly surrounds the foot, thus ensuring the fixation of the foot.
Mountain shoes are designed with an emphasis on foot ergonomics. The upper part of the hiking boots is made of
durable suede. The sides are very finely perforated for a higher level of breathability.

The padded collar and tongue of the Kayland shoes ensure comfort when tackling hiking trails. A soft insole will also
contribute to comfort. The toe and heel are reinforced and, thanks to the additional material, will provide better
protection for the foot. The Gore-Tex® Extended Comfort membrane creates an effective barrier against rain and
ensures excellent water resistance and dryness in the shoes. The midsole of trekking shoes will provide the
necessary cushioning and shock absorption. The durable and grippy Vibram sole easily overcomes uneven and
rocky terrain. Kayland hiking boots are the right choice for nature walks, trekking, hiking expeditions and outdoor
adventures.

Product details:

low hiking boots for men
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low cut
membrane: Gore-Tex® Extended Comfort
excellent water resistance
cushioning midsole
reinforced heel and toe
asymmetrical lacing
soft and comfortable insole
padded collar and tongue
loop on the back
durable Vibram sole
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